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ABSTRACT 
Firewalls are the cornerstone of network security. They are present in thousands of organizations and serve to 

secure their internal networks. Modern firewalls not only operate at the network layer, but also at the transport 

and application layers to provide maximum security. Firewalls are commonly implemented as packet filters and 

operate by examining the incoming packets and comparing them with a set of predefined rules called an access 

control list. The firewall then decides whether to route the packet into the trusted network or to filter it. In this 

paper, we propose a method to improve firewall performance by minimizing the average number of 

comparisons required before a rule is matched to an incoming packet. The proposed method uses a linked list 

data structure to cache some of the rules defined in the access control list. The proposed algorithm functions by 

exploiting traffic behavior and determining which rules are matched more frequently. Such rules are cached in 

the linked list which effectively functions as a cache table. A comparison of the proposed work and the 

conventional static approach is also presented. 

KEYWORDS: Firewall policies, Access Control Lists, Data Structures, Network Security, Traffic Behavior. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Firewalls are devices that are used to bolster the security of an organization’s internal network. They 

provide this security by controlling access to the trusted network’s resources. A firewall inspects 

incoming packets and compares them against a set of predefined rules called the Access Control List. 

It then either filters the packet or passes it onto the internal network.  Filtering inbound packets is 

termed as ingress filtering while filtering outbound packets is called egress filtering. Every packet 

attempting to enter the network has to pass through the firewall. It basically acts as a gateway to the 

network [1], [2]. 

There is a pressing requirement to install firewalls in corporate networks, because encryption 

algorithms are ineffective when it comes to preventing malicious packets from entering the network. 

This is because IP packets can always be forwarded into the network irrespective of whether they are 

encrypted or not. A firewall can be implemented as a hardware device, a software package or a blend 

of both [3].  

The most common way to implement a firewall is as a packet filter. The packet can be considered to 

be a structure with a finite number of fields such as source IP address, destination IP address, source 

port number, destination port number, etc. The firewall will map each packet to a decision based on 

its configuration [1]. This configuration of the firewall is defined in the access control list. In effect, 

each packet will correspond to a rule defined in the ACL. In case the packet does not match any rule 

in the ACL, it is usually handled by a default deny. The two decisions to which packets are usually 

matched are accept and deny.  

1.1 Outline of firewall Technologies 

The firewall is most commonly implemented as a stateless packet filter. A stateless packet filter 

considers each packet independently and then decides whether or not to forward the packet. Previous 

history is not taken into account as this type of firewall does not keep track of the connection state [3]. 
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The checking rate is quite fast as the firewall will only examine the contents of the packet’s header 

while ignoring carried data completely [4]. A packet filtering firewall is sometimes integrated within a 

router itself. [5]. Stateless packet filters are susceptible to attacks that take advantage of inherent 

problems in the TCP/IP specifications. For example, they cannot detect spoofed packets [2].  

A stateful packet filter on the other hand keeps track of network connections between an external host 

and internal host. The firewall examines whether an incoming packet is a part of an existing 

connection or is a legitimate request for a new connection [3]. A connection request will usually be a 

SYN packet which is the first step in the TCP three way handshake. If either of the two criteria is met, 

the firewall routes the packet to the internal network. Otherwise the packet is dropped.  

The working of a stateful packet filter is based on the assumption that multiple packets from one 

source need not be examined independently as long as they are part of the same connection. This 

implementation of a firewall is considerably more efficient from a performance perspective as packets 

need not be compared every time against rules in the access control list. It also provides a greater level 

of security and is easy to use from a configuration perspective [4]. However, the hardware and 

software implementation complexity is greater [5]. 

Firewalls can also be implemented as circuit level gateways which mainly operate at the transport 

layer of the OSI model. They evaluate the contents of the packet header as well as the transport layer 

header to determine whether or not to route the packet into the network. It is termed as a dynamic 

packet filter when combined with a regular packet filter. Its primary objective is to relay a TCP 

connection between an internal and external host and therefore it is also termed as a transparent proxy 

firewall [3]. The circuit level gateway examines and validates the creation of TCP sessions by 

observing the three way hand shake process [6].  

Lastly, firewalls are also implemented as application gateways which are third generation firewall 

architectures that operate at the application layer. They are also termed as application level gateways 

or proxy servers. They are placed between a client application and a server and act as an intermediary 

between the communicating devices. It captures the request from the client and passes it onto the 

servers. The server views the ALG as the client and the client views the ALG as the server. There is 

no direct contact between the actual server and client.  

The ALG also inspects the format of the application contained in the packet to determine whether that 

particular payload can be allowed into the network. Hence it is capable of detecting viruses and 

malicious code. The advantages of the application gateways include a higher level of security, end to 

end encryption, logging, authentication and information hiding. The main drawback of this type of 

firewall is that the implementation complexity is higher which leads to a slower operation [3], [4], [6], 

[7].  

Despite rapid technological advancements in the field of network security, firewalls do have some 

disadvantages. Modern networks are quite large with some of them having as many as tens of 

thousands of network devices. Some forms of attacks hence cannot be prevented such as those that are 

instigated by hosts within the network [7]. A firewall is also powerless if an unauthorized user has 

already entered the network. There is hence a pressing requirement to implement additional security 

measures such as encryption and sniffing. [6]  

Some of the commonly available firewalls in the market are the Cisco ASA (adaptive security 

appliance), Checkpoint SPLAT and the OpenBSD packet filter and they all do a very good job when 

it comes to protecting the trusted network. Performance analysis of these three firewalls in a test / lab 

environments has shown that the Cisco ASA displays a better performance in terms of TCP 

throughput, UDP throughput and HTTP throughput. However, the BSD performed better in terms of 

number of concurrent connections and connections per second. There is a pressing requirement to 

improve firewall technology and performance due an increasing number of regulations [8].  

1.2 Function of an access control list in a stateless packet filter 

We can create two different types of access lists to define the policy of the firewall [9]. These two 

types are, 

Standard access list 

Extended access list 

We consider a simplified structure of a packet to illustrate the working of access lists. Such a 

simplified structure will contain at least the following attributes- source IP address, destination IP 
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address, source port number (transport) and destination port number (transport). However, an actual 

packet will contain several other attributes which include version, header length, total length, flags, 

time to live, etc. However, we ignore such attributes as they play a very insignificant role in a stateless 

packet filter. The simplified packet’s structure is expressed as follows: 

Struct packet { 

Source IP address 

Destination IP address 

Source port 

Destination port 

} 

A standard access list is one which uses only one attribute- source IP address- to determine whether or 

not a packet should be forwarded into the trusted network. None of the other attributes are given any 

consideration. The source IP address of the incoming packet is compared with the rules defined in the 

standard access list sequentially until either a match is obtained or all rules have been examined. In 

the latter case, the incoming packet has not been matched with any rule in the access list after which 

an implicit deny is applied on to the packet in default. This means that any packet that is not explicitly 

permitted by a rule in the access list is implicitly denied [9].  

An extended access list uses all four attributes in the packet’s structure to decide whether or not to 

forward the packet. The rest of its functioning is similar to that of a standard access list [9]. A 

successful match occurs only when every single condition defined in the rule is matched successfully 

with the packet’s corresponding attributes. For the purposes of this paper’s research, we consider a 

cisco based standard access list for a stateless packet filter.  

Private networks usually use RFC 1918 addressing on the internal network devices. Network address 

translation is implemented to allow internal hosts to get onto the internet. Any class A, class B or 

class C IP address not a part of private IP address range are all public IP addresses except those in the 

loopback range and the automatic private IP address (APIPA) range. The following are the range of 

private IP addresses, 

Class A: 10.0.0.0 /8 to 10.255.255.255 /8.  

Class B: 172.16.0.0 /12 to 172.31.255.255 /12   

Class C: 192.168.0.0 /16 to 192.168.255.255 /16  

Incoming packets that are directed from the untrusted network usually do not have an address in the 

private IP address range because packets from such addresses are not routable in a public network. 

Hence it is considered to be a best practice to block all incoming packets that have a source address in 

the private address range. Another potential best practice is to block all incoming packets (from 

untrusted network) having a source IP address of a device in the internal network.  

The command format for defining a standard ACL based on a Cisco router is as follows:  

access-list [access-list number 1-99] [permits or deny] [source IP address] [wild card mask] 

Once defined, the access list must be applied to an interface on the firewall or router (which can 

perform the role of a stateless packet filter). On any interface, the access list can be applied in two 

possible directions- inbound and outbound.  

When the access list is applied in the outbound direction, then the packet is routed to the interface and 

then compared against the rules in the access list. When the access list is applied in the inbound 

direction, then packet is first compared against the rules in the access list and only then it is routed 

through or dropped. The firewall’s policy can be considered functional only after the access list is 

defined and applied to an interface. Usually only one access list can be applied on any interface in a 

particular direction [9]. The following access list has been defined as per the aforementioned format.   

1. access-list 25 permit 190.11.5.1 0.0.0.0  

2. access-list 25 deny 190.11.0.0 0.0.255.255  

3. access-list 25 permit 143.16.4.0 0.0.0.255  

4. access-list 25 deny 143.16.0.0 0.0. 7.255  

5. access-list 25 permit 16.231.22.4 0.0.0.0  

6. access-list 25 permit 17.24.142.0 0.0.0.255 

Access list 25 defined above works as follows,  

a) Packets from the host address 190.11.5.1 are permitted but packets from the rest of the 190.11.0.0 

/16 network are denied.  
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b) Packets from the 143.16.4.0 /24 network are permitted but packets from the remaining addresses in 

the 143.16.0.0 /21 network are denied.  

c) Packets from the host address 16.231.22.4 are permitted.  

d) Packets from the 17.24.142.0 /24 network are permitted.  

e) An implicit deny is enforced by default at the end of the access list.  

A vital area of study related to access list design is rule ordering which has been the subject of 

noteworthy research lately. Optimizing rule order leads to much better performance by the firewall in 

terms of reduction in the number of comparisons required before a rule is matched to the packet. 

However, optimizing the cost of the packet matching process is NP hard [10].  

When reordering rules in the firewall policy to optimize performance, care must be exercised to 

ensure rule reordering does not alter the firewall’s functioning. If the rules in the access control list 

are not reordered correctly, then the firewall will not function properly. This is grounded on the fact 

that a firewall functions by comparing packets against the access list rules in a sequentially [9].   

The following can be considered as a prerequisite condition for reordering rules in an access list- The 

rules in the firewall are said to be reordered correctly if the functioning of the firewall remains 

unchanged after reordering is performed.  The functioning of a firewall is altered when rule order is 

changed due to the presence of related rules. Two rules are said to be related if a packet can match to 

both of them. The order of the rules is important only if the action of the rules differs [10].  

The access list defined above has been modified by interchanging rules 1, 2 and rules 3, 4. However, 

the intent behind defining this access list remains unchanged. The modified access list is shown 

below,  

1. access-list 30 deny 190.11.0.0 0.0.255.255  

2. access-list 30 permit 190.11.5.1 0.0.0.0  

3. access-list 30 deny 143.16.0.0 0.0. 7.255  

4. access-list 30 permit 143.16.4.0 0.0.0.255  

5. access-list 30 permit 16.231.22.4 0.0.0.0  

6. access-list 30 permit 17.24.142.0 0.0.0.255  

The modified access list 30 functions as follows,  

a) All packets from the 190.11.0.0 /16 network are denied.  

b) All packets from the 143.16.0.0 /21 network are denied.  

c) Packets from the host address 16.231.22.4 are permitted.  

d) Packets from the 17.24.142.0 /24 network are permitted.  

e) An implicit deny is enforced by default at the end of the access list.  

As mentioned above, both access list 25 and 30 were defined for the same purpose and for the same 

network. However, access list 30 does not permit packets from the host address 190.11.5.1 while a 

packet from the same address is permitted by access list 25. This is because, when access list 25 is 

applied, the packet is first compared with the rule access-list 25 permit 190.11.5.1 0.0.0.0 which 

routes the packet into the private network. However, when access list 30 is applied, the packet is 

compared with the rule access-list 30 deny 190.11.0.0 0.0.255.255 before the rule access-list 30 

permit 190.11.5.1 0.0.0.0 which cause this packet to be dropped.  

This logic can also be extended to rules 3 and 4 of the access list 10. When a packet arrives from an 

address in the 143.16.4.0 /24 network, it will be routed through to the internal network by access list 

25. The same packet will however be dropped when access list 30 is applied as the packet will first be 

compared to the rule access-list 30 deny 143.16.0.0 0.0. 7.255 before the rule access-list 30 permit 

143.16.4.0 0.0.0.25. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II examines related work in the area; Section III 

contains the implementation of the proposed work which comprises the proposed algorithm and the 

test setup. Section IV expresses the results of the implementation and Section V analyses the results. 

Section VI talks about future work related to this fields of research and Section VII concludes the 

paper.  

II. RELATED WORK 

Considerable amount of research has been undertaken in the direction of firewall performance 

improvement. The stateless packet filter compares the structure of each incoming packet against the 
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rules in the access control list sequentially until there is a match. This is quite inefficient as the worst 

case time complexity will be proportional to the number of rules in the access control list which 

affects the scalability of such an implementation. Some of the proposed solutions include using 

specialized data structures and some use hardware based solutions. The main objective of such 

research is to improve the worst case performance and hence they usually don’t consider methods to 

exploit traffic behavior.  

[11] proposes a method to optimize packet matching by ordering the firewall rules dynamically. The 

rules are reordered dynamically based on network traffic behavior.  The traffic is segmented into P 

segments of L packets at a time and the matching ratio, mean and variance are calculated. A windows 

of segments is used in order to take into account, the effect of past network traffic. A quantity called 

the match ratio is then calculated based on the window size and the number of packets. The rules are 

then dynamically ordered based on a matching rate coefficient. This method is efficient and easy to 

implement in practical firewall implementation.  

[12] discusses a method to optimize firewall filtering policies by utilizing internet traffic 

characteristics. The method uses some calculated statistics to adapt to the present traffic conditions by 

dynamically optimizing the ordering of the rules in the firewall. However, this work does not use 

statistics related to previous traffic flows.  

[13] proposes two methods. The first method is called Segments-based Tree search (STS). This 

method uses properties of segmented traffic and Huffman trees to improve performance of searching 

by utilizing the statistics obtained for these segments. The disadvantage of this method is the overhead 

associated with the maintanence of the tree which must be performed periodically. The second 

method is proposed to eliminate this overhead. This method is named Segments-based List Search 

(SLS) and it attempts to eliminate the maintanence overhead by keeping the segments in a most 

recently used (MRU) list instead of a tree. It is suggested that SLS be used only when traffic is known 

to be steady in which case it will exhibit better performance than STS.   

In [14], a method is proposed to optimize both early acceptance path and early rejection path. The 

proposed method uses multi-level packet filtering as a result of which unwanted packets are rejected 

as early as possible. Early packet acceptance is achieved by using a splay tree data structure which 

changes dynamically according to the incoming traffic. Hence repeated packets will require lesser 

number of accesses leading to a reduction in overall packet matching time.  

[15] proposes a method for early rejection of unwanted flows without having an impact on other 

traffic flows. The main motive is to have a minimum number of early rejection rules but maximum 

discarding effect. This method relies on adaptive statistical search trees to utilize important traffic 

feature in order to minimize the average packet matching time. A search tree to give near optimal 

search times is constructed based on the statistical properties of traffic passing through the firewall. 

An optimal statistical matching tree of all rules in the policy is created by combining the constructed 

trees for each field. An adaptive alphabetic tree is utilized to dynamically insert the most frequently 

used field values at the shortest path in the search tree which leads to considerable decrease in 

matching time for the more popular traffic. The alphabetic tree is reconstructed periodically to match 

the most recent traffic features.  

[16] proposes a method to solve the optimal rule ordering problem (ORO), which is to find a rule 

ordering among a given set of rules in such a way that only a minimum number of packets are 

matched to the rules and also, the relation among the rules is preserved. This paper resolves the ORO 

problem by using the “branch and bound” problem along with gradient projection method, thus 

reducing the impact of combinatorial explosion. The space complexity of the proposed algorithm is 

linear and the time complexity is polynomial.   

[17] discusses a method to eliminate redundant rules in an access control list as such rules leads to 

degradation of firewall performance. There are two kinds of redundant rules-forward and backward. 

The algorithm defines the access control list as a linked list and eliminates nodes in the list that are 

considered to be redundant. The algorithm is simulated and compared with the traditional approach. 

The results of simulation indicate that considerable performance improvement is attained.  

Hereon, the term “access list” refers to an access control list unless and until specified otherwise. 
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III. IMPLEMENTATION 

For the purposes of this paper, the access control list is implemented in the form of a singly linked list. 

However, we would like to state that a better performance can be obtained when the access list is 

implemented as a splay tree, binary tree or even an AVL tree [18]. 

Each and every node in the linked list corresponds to one and only one rule in the access control list. 

When a packet arrives at the interface of the firewall, it is compared with each node of the linked list 

by comparing the attributes of the packet with the attributes of each node in the linked list. The 

comparison occurs sequentially by traversing through the nodes of the linked list until there is a match 

or until the end of the list is reached. The aim here is to reduce the number of comparisons by 

predefining a “cache table” which is also essentially a linked list. This table temporarily caches some 

of the rules in the access list based on recent traffic history i.e. the table caches the rules for which 

packets arrive maximum number of times. The entries in this table are refreshed periodically to reflect 

the most recent traffic trends. 

The firewall compares the attributes of the packet against the rules in the cache table first. If a rule is 

matched to the packet, then the corresponding action is taken, i.e. the packet is routed through or 

dropped. If the packet does not match to any rule in the cache table, then it is compared with the 

nodes of the linked list.  

We defined tables of various sizes relative to the number of rules in the access list to find the table 

size for which the performance is optimal. We define this value as the optimal cache table size. The 

proposed algorithm can be implemented internally in the firewall to run continually as long as the 

firewall is powered up. The working of this algorithm need not be known to engineers or 

administrators who configure the access list thus removing any possible difficulties.  

3.1 Proposed Algorithm 

We define the following variables and types for our algorithm- 

List- access list defined as a linked list 

Table- Cache table 

Perform-Action (Rule R) – Function representing the action taken by the firewall on the packet p- 

permit or deny based on the Rule R. It then sets a counter “c” to value 1. 

Packet- A structure which represents a packet 

Rule R- A rule in the cache table 

Rule S- A rule in List 

Integer count- Counter value indicating number of packets received since the last time the Table T 

was refreshed. This counter variable is reset every two thousand packets.  

Refresh (Table T) – Function which modifies the Table T based on recent traffic history by 

replacing existing rules in the Table T by a new set of rules.  

Update () – Function which keeps track of recent traffic history.  

Initially the Table T is filled with the first n rules of the access list where the access list has m rules 

and m > n. C is given the value 1.  

The structure of the Packet and the Rule are illustrated below: 

Struct Packet { 

Source port number; 

Source IP address; 

Destination port number; 

Destination IP address; 

} 

Struct Rule { 

Source IP address range; 

Wildcard mask; 

Action; 

} 

Algorithm packet-action (Packet Pi) { 

For (every rule in Table T) { 

Compare (Pi, R); 
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If rule R matches with Pi { 

Perform-Action (R);  

Break; 

} //end of If 

Else continue; 

} //end of Loop  

If (c==0) { 

For (every rule S in List L) { 

Compare (Pi, S); 

If rule S matches with Pi { 

Perform-Action (S); 

Break 

}; 

Else continue; 

} //end of Loop 

} //end of If 

If (c==0) deny (Pi); 

Count++; 

Update (); 

If (count==threshold) { 

Refresh (T); 

Count=0; 

} //end of If 

c=0; 

} //end of Algorithm packet-action 

The algorithm packet-action takes as input the incoming Packet Pi. The structure of the packet is then 

compared with every rule R in the cache table T. This table initially contains the first n rules in the 

List L. If the structure of the packet matches any rule in the table T, then the corresponding action is 

performed- the packet is either routed into the network or dropped.  If none of the rules match to the 

packet Pi, then Pi is compared with every rule S in the access list L defined as a linked list. If there is a 

match, then the corresponding action is taken. If none of the rules in the List L match with Pi, then 

implicit deny is applied i.e. Pi is dropped.  

The counter Count is then incremented and the Update () function is called, which then performs the 

required operations to keep track of recent traffic statistics. Once the counter value has reached a 

particular threshold, the cache table is refreshed and is filled with an updated set of rules that reflect 

recent traffic trends. The rules at the top of the table will correspond to a group of packets that were 

more commonly received on the firewall’s interface. The following access list (Figure 1) is defined to 

provide a practical illustration of the algorithm.  

 

Figure 1: Sample Access list 
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Figure 2 represents this access list with ten rules as a linked list. The nodes numbered one to ten 

correspond to the rules in the access list.  

 

Figure 2- Access list implemented as a singly linked list 

When the packet-action algorithm is implemented then the cache table is created. This cache table 

will initially have the first n rules in the access list. If we assume that the value of n is 4, then the first 

four rules of the access list will be added to the Table T. The initial cache table will be as shown in 

Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3- Initial cache Table 

When the packet Pi arrives at the interface of the firewall where the access list is applied, it is first 

compared against the rules in the table sequentially until a match occurs or no more rules are left to 

compare with. If there is a match, the corresponding action will be taken. In the event there is no 

match, the packet is compared with the rules in List L in sequential order until a match occurs or no 

more rules are left in the access list to compare with. If there is no match, then implicit deny is applied 

on the packet. The update () function is then executed. This function keeps track of recent traffic 

history.  

 

Figure 4- Modified cache table 

This process continues until the number of packets received by the firewall crosses the set threshold 

value. Once his value is exceeded, the Refresh (Table T) function will be called. This function 

modifies the table by updating the rules in it to reflect recent traffic trends. The counter value used to 

count number of received packets is reset to zero. Suppose more packets that match to rules 4, 6, 8 

and 2 are received at the firewall interface, the table will cache the corresponding rules after the 

Refresh (Table T) is executed. Figure 4 illustrates a modified cache table after the Refresh (Table T) 

was executed.  

3.2 Testing Setup and Process 

An access control list with a hundred rules was defined for the testing phase. For the purposes of our 

testing, all these rules were defined independent of each other i.e. the ordering of the rules in the 

access list does not affect the correct functioning of the firewall. We define the term “unmatched 

packets” as the incoming packets that are not matched to any rules in the access list and by extension 

any rules in the cache table. We represent the unmatched packet percentage with the symbol UPp. 

These packets are handled by the implicit deny in the firewall.  

Both Java and C programming were used during the implementation phase. The obtained results were 

almost similar in both implementations. We simulated the generation of over three hundred thousand 

packets out of which some of them would match some rule in the access list while the remaining 
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would be unmatched packets. The average number of comparisons required per packet before a rule 

was matched was calculated for access list 30 without using the packet-action algorithm. The 

percentage of unmatched packets (UPp) were varied from 0 to 50 to calculate the average number of 

comparisons under realistic or real world conditions where the firewall is likely to receive several 

unmatched packets.  

The average number of comparisons per packet was then calculated while using the packet-action 

algorithm. The size of the cache table was varied from 10 to 90 and the UPp was varied from 0 to 50. 

For both the cases, the average number of comparisons per packet was first calculated and then 

averaged out over 20000 iterations of the simulation. The following formula was used to calculate the 

average number of comparisons, 

Average number of comparisons per packet= Total number of comparisons / Total number of packets. 

We represent the average number of comparisons as Cavg. 

The possibility of rule dependency was not considered for this research to reduce implementation 

difficulties. This is will be the subject of future work.  

IV. RESULTS 

The following results were observed after the implementation: 

a) Without implementing the packet-action algorithm, the Cavg value for access list 30 was found to 

be 50.49 when the unmatched packet percentage was 0. When the unmatched packet percentage was 

increased to 16.66 (1/6 of the total number of packets), the Cavg value was 58.75. When the unmatched 

packet percentage further jumped to 25, the Cavg value correspondingly jumped to 66.99. When the 

unmatched packet percentage was further increased to 50, the Cavg value was found to be 75.25.  

b) When the packet-action algorithm was implemented, the Cavg value for access list 30 varied from 

high value of 46.29 to a low value of 38.77 for various sizes of the cache table when UPp was 0. Cavg 

varied from 55.26 to 48.97 when UPp was 16.66. When UPp was 33.33, Cavg ranged from 64.24 to 

59.29. The value of Cavg fluctuated from 73.2 to 69.54 when UPp was 50. 

The following tables and graphs represent the aforementioned results in detail.  

Table 1: Cavg for various UPp values without implementing packet-action algorithm 
Unmatched Packet Percentage (UPp) Average Number of Comparisons (Cavg) 

0 50.49 

16.66 58.75 

33.33 66.99 

50 75.25 

Table 2: Cavg for various cache table sizes and UPp values after implementing packet-action algorithm 

Cache table size Cavg for UPp = 0 Cavg for UPp = 

16.66 

Cavg for UPp = 

33.33 

Cavg for UPp = 50 

10 46.29 55.26 64.24 73.20 

20 42.98 52.53 62.06 71.58 

30 40.63 50.55 60.52 70.41 

40 39.24 49.36 59.6 69.72 

50 38.77 48.97 59.29 69.54 

60 39.23 49.38 59.59 69.81 

70 40.65 50.59 60.54 70.48 

80 43.04 52.58 62.12 71.64 

90 46.35 55.32 64.30 73.27 
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Figure 5: Comparisons of Cavg value with and without using packet-action algorithm for UPp=0 and various 

cache table sizes 

 

Figure 6: Comparisons of Cavg value with and without using packet-action algorithm for UPp= 16.66 and 

various cache table sizes 
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Figure 7: Comparisons of Cavg value with and without using packet-action algorithm for UPp= 33.33 and 

various cache table sizes 

 

Figure 8: Comparisons of Cavg value with and without using packet-action algorithm for UPp= 50 and various 

cache table sizes 
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V. ANALYSIS 

There is a compulsive necessity to enhance performance of exiting firewall technology. This is due to 

the fact that the firewall acts as the network’s guard and protects it from malicious users. However, 

the firewall’s presence also causes some inconvenience to hosts within the trusted network because it 

can have a deteriorating effect on the overall performance of the network. Every packet attempting to 

enter the network has to be matched to one of the rules in the firewall’s policy. The transmission rate 

is considerably reduced because each packet has to wait until packets waiting ahead of it are matched 

to a rule. The network bandwidth is hence not utilized completely.  

This negative impact will be more apparent when the incoming packets are numbering in millions. 

Hence, the packet matching process is an overhead that needs to be eliminated or at least reduced. 

Even a small reduction in the Cavg value can significantly impact network performance. Reduction in 

the value of Cavg directly translates to a reduction in the time each packet takes in the rule matching 

process. When we factor into account that each network will receive millions of packets every day, it 

can be concluded that the improvement in performance will be perceptible to hosts in the network.  

The immediate observations very clearly show that the access list for which the packet-action 

algorithm has been implemented exhibits better performance in terms of a reduced value for the 

average number of comparisons per packet before a rule is matched. 

When UPp was equal to zero, there is a minimum performance improvement of approximately 8.3% 

when a cache table of size 10 was used. The performance gain increased to 23 % when the cache table 

size was around 50.  When UPp was at 16.66, then the minimum performance gain noted was at 

5.95% when the size of the cache table was 10. This value increases to 16.64% when the cache table 

size was at 50.  

The Cavg value was found to be 64.24 when UPp was 33.33 and cache table size was 10, representing a 

performance improvement of 4.10%. The performance improved up to 11.494% when the cache table 

size was increased to 50. Finally, when UPp was 50 then the percentage improvement in performance 

was 2.72% when the size of the cache table was 10. This improvement increased to 7.588% when the 

cache table size was increased to 50.  

Some important trends were observed- 

a) The performance in terms of Cavg improved considerably as the size of the cache table was 

increased up until a point. At this point, the gain in performance was found to be maximum or 

optimal. The size of the table for which this maximum improvement was seen was 50. Thus the 

optimal cache table size was around 50% of the number of rules in the access list. The performance 

began to decrease when the size of cache table was increased beyond this value.  

b) The percentage gain in performance continually deteriorated as the number of unmatched packets 

increased.   

VI. FUTURE WORK 

Corporate networks are vulnerable to attackers and it is the firewall which provides security to the 

networks. The amount of traffic that enters a corporate network is increasing every day and hence 

there is considerable motivation to improve firewall performance standards. There are other aspects of 

firewalls that can be given consideration for research. This includes reducing negative impact of burst 

traffic, rule combination, eliminating conflicting rules in firewall policies, etc. Such research will be 

the subject of our future work.  

VII. CONCLUSION 

The number and size of private networks is growing every day and large amounts of sensitive 

information / data are transmitted between hosts in such networks. Hence, the need for network 

security is ever present and growing. Firewalls play a very major role in the network security process 

and therefore there is considerable motivation for improving their performance. In this paper, we 

proposed an algorithm to improve the firewall performance and reduce the average number of 

comparisons per packet before a rule was matched by utilizing a cache table.  
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The results of our implementation strongly indicated that a considerable amount of performance 

improvement could be attained by using a cache table.  
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